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19Differentiating between voices is a basic social skill humans acquire early in life. The current study aimed to
20understand the subcortical mechanisms of voice processing by focusing on the two most important acoustical
21voice features: the fundamental frequency (F0) and harmonics. We measured frequency following responses
22in a group of young adults to a naturally produced speech syllable under two linguistic contexts: same-syllable
23and multiple-syllable. Compared to the same-syllable context, the multiple-syllable context contained more
24speech cues to aid voice processing. We analyzed the magnitude of the response to the F0 and harmonics
25between same-talker and multiple-talker conditions within each linguistic context. Results establish that the
26human auditory brainstem is sensitive to different talkers as shown by enhanced harmonic responses under
27the multiple-talker compared to the same-talker condition, when the stimulus stream contained multiple
28syllables. This study thus provides the first electrophysiological evidence of the auditory brainstem's sensitivity
29to human voices.

30 © 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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35 1. Introduction

36 Recognizing conspecific voices is a critical survival skill for many an-
37 imal species, such as fur seals andmacaques (Q4 Rendall et al., 1998; Insley,
38 2000;Q5 Petkov et al., 2008;Q6 Sliwa et al., 2011). For humans, voice not only
39 constitutes the primary auditory identity of an individual, but also
40 serves as a vehicle for speech.
41 Acoustically, voice is represented primarily by the fundamental
42 frequency (F0) and the formant patterns (for a review, see Belin,
43 2006). Vocal features are constrained by the physical construct of an
44 individual's vocal apparatus, which includes a source (the vocal
45 folds in the larynx) and a filter (the vocal tract above the larynx)
46 (Ghazanfar and Rendall, 2008; Latinus and Belin, 2011). The vocal F0
47 normally varies as a function of the size of an individual's vocal folds,
48 whereas the formant pattern is determined by both the physical size
49 and the dynamic configuration of an individual's vocal tract during
50 articulation (Latinus and Belin, 2011).

51Given its important role in social interaction, there has been a grow-
52ing interest in exploring the neural mechanisms underlying human
53voice perception. Brain imaging data has shown that voice-specific
54brain regions are mostly localized in the superior temporal cortices
55( Q7Belin et al., 2000, 2002) and emerge around 4 to 7 months after birth
56( Q8Grossmann et al., 2010). However, where and how the primary
57acoustic voice features, including the F0 and the formant patterns (for
58a review, see Belin, 2006) are represented in the brain is still unclear.
59The brainstem frequency following response (FFR) offers a window
60into the brain's encoding of these two important voice features. The
61FFR originates from the inferior colliculus ( Q9Smith et al., 1975), reflecting
62the encoding of periodic information in auditory stimuli with high
63fidelity (Skoe and Kraus, 2010; Q10Musacchia et al., 2007; Q11Krizman et al.,
642012; Q12Krishnan et al., 2005).
65The current study aims to investigate subcortical encoding of human
66voices using the FFR.Wemeasured the FFR in a group of young adults by
67presenting the same acoustic token ([da] spoken by amale voice) under
68same-talker and multiple-talker conditions. We predicted that this
69target stimuluswould elicit greater FFRs under amultiple-talker relative
70to a same-talker condition, owing to the neuronal facilitation effect
71reported in a previous study (Belin and Zatorre, 2003) in which height-
72ened activation was found in the right anterior temporal lobe for a
73multiple-talker condition compared to a same-talker condition.
74Additionally, linguistic context also affects voice perception. Com-
75pared to an unfamiliar language, a voice presented in a familiar language
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76 is easier to recognize, due to the convergence of prosodic and phonetic
77 cues in a familiar linguistic context (Q13 Goggin et al., 1991). In the current
78 study, there were two linguistic contexts: in one the target stimulus
79 [da] was presented within a stream of other [da] tokens (hereafter
80 “same-syllable context”), and in the other the target stimulus was pre-
81 sented within a stream of other syllables (hereafter “multiple-syllable
82 context”). More speech cues are available in the multiple-syllable
83 context, which we predict would result in facilitated voice processing.
84 Therefore, as compared to the same-syllable context, the multiple-
85 syllable context was expected to show a larger talker effect (enhanced
86 FFR responses to the same [da] in the multiple-talker relative to the
87 same-talker condition).

88 2. Material and methods

89 2.1. Stimuli

90 Four native male speakers of American English were asked to pro-
91 duce [da], [ba], [ta] and [ga] with a steady fundamental frequency
92 (F0). Recordings took place in a sound attenuated chamber using a
93 Marantz digital audio recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. In total,
94 10 syllables were employed in this study: four produced by talker 1
95 ([da1], [ta1], [ba1], and [ga1]), and two by each of the other three talkers
96 ([da2], [ta2], [da3], [ba3], [da4], and [ga4]). These recordings were then
97 duration-normalized to 170 ms using Praat software (Boersma, 2001).
98 Using Praat, a level pitch contour was superimposed onto all the
99 duration-normalized syllables without changing the original individual
100 mean F0. Thus all 10 syllables had a level pitch contour, although the
101 exact F0 differed (mean: 113 Hz; range: 105–119 Hz). All stimuli were
102 then RMS normalized using Level 16 software (Tice and Carrell, 1998)
103 to 70 dB. As a result, the target stimulus [da1] spoken by talker 1 was
104 170 ms long with a level fundamental frequency (F0: 118 Hz), a
105 15 ms voice-onset time, and four dynamic formants (F1: 460–720 Hz,
106 F2: 1670–1240 Hz, F3: 2655–2520 Hz, F4: 2970–3910 Hz) over the
107 duration of the stimulus. Further acoustic analysis showed that the
108 target stimulus [da1] differed from the other speech sounds on several
109 talker and/or phonetic features such as voice-onset time (/ta/), formant
110 trajectory (/ba/ and /ga/) and F0.

111 2.2. Participants

112 Twelve young adults (9 females) with ages ranging from 18 to
113 23 years (mean, 20.4± 1.7 years) fromNorthwestern University partic-
114 ipated in this study. Participants had no more than 3 years (mean: 0.5
115 years) of musical training and were not currently playing any instru-
116 ment. All participants were right-handed, and reported no audiologic
117 or neurologic deficits. Their self-reported normal hearing was
118 confirmed with binaural audiometric thresholds at or below 20 dB HL
119 for octaves from 250 to 8000 Hz, and normal ABRs to a click (Q14 Starr
120 et al., 1996; for a review, see Stapells, 2000). Informed written consent
121 was obtained from all participants. This research was approved by the
122 Institutional Review Board of Northwestern University.

123 2.3. Procedure

124 Participants watched a silent captioned movie during the whole
125 recording session and were instructed to remain wakeful but still (Skoe
126 andKraus, 2010). Stimuli were presented binaurally in alternating polar-
127 ities at 70 dB sound pressure level (SPL) with an inter-stimulus interval
128 of 87.14 ms (Neuroscan Stim 2; Compumedics) via insert earphones
129 (ER-3, Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA).
130 Auditory brainstem responses were collected from the scalp (Cz)
131 using Scan 4.3 (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC) with Ag-AgCl electrodes
132 in a vertical, ipsilateral montage, with contact impedance below 2 kΩ
133 for all electrodes. Four different conditions were collected and the
134 order of conditions was counterbalanced across participants. These

135four conditions represented a 2 talker (same vs.multiple) by 2 linguistic
136context (same-syllable vs. multiple-syllable) factorial design (Fig. 1).
137For the same-talker, same-syllable condition, 6000 sweeps of [da1]
138were presented. In the multiple-talker, same-syllable condition, 1500
139sweeps of [da1] were presented randomly in the context of [da]s
140([da2], [da3], [da4]) produced by the other three speakers. For the
141same-talker, multiple-syllable condition, 1500 sweeps of [da1] were
142presented randomly in the context of other syllables ([ga1], [ta1],
143[ba1]) produced by talker 1. In the multiple-talker, multiple-syllable
144condition, 1500 sweeps of [da1] were presented randomly among
145other syllables produced by the other three speakers ([ta2], [ba3],
146[ga4]). Across the four conditions, the target stimulus [da1] was trial-
147matched, such that it occurred at the same point in time relative to
148the start of the condition. Each condition lasted between 24 and
14928 min. Participants were allowed to take short breaks between
150conditions.
151Using Neuroscan Edit, brainstem responses were processed offline
152by bandpass filtering from 70 to 2000 Hz (12 dB roll-off, zero phase-
153shift), epoching from −40 to 190 ms (stimulus onset occurring at
1540 ms), and baseline correcting according to the pre-stimulus period.
155Sweeps with amplitude greater than ±35 μV were rejected. The final
156average responses were based on the same number of trials across
157the four conditions (700). The filtering parameters as well as the fast
158stimulus presentation rate minimized the influence of cortical activity
159in the final waveforms (Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010). We com-
160pared the response to [da1] across the four conditions.

1612.4. Behavioral validation of the stimuli

162It should be noted that the main study measuring subcortical
163responses to voices was conducted in Northwestern University (U.S.).
164To validate that the speech syllables used in the current studywere eco-
165logically plausible, such that the participants were able to differentiate
166talker 1 from the other talkers simply based upon these stimuli, we
167subsequently conducted a complementary behavioral test at Beijing
168Normal University (approved by the Institutional Review Board of
169Beijing Normal University, China). For this follow-up study, another
170group of young adults (n = 15, 6 males; ages 19 through 26, mean
17122.7 ± 2.1 years) were recruited. They were all Mandarin-speaking
172students from Universities in Beijing. Informed written consent was
173obtained from all participants.
174The participants were asked to listen to a list of syllables and to
175indicate for each single syllable whether talker 1 or a different talker
176produced it. There were two blocks, each containing 90 syllables. This
177validation study used the same set of stimuli as themain study; howev-
178er, the stimuli were presented differently. The first block represented
179the same-syllable condition, including 60 [da1]s, 10 [da2]s, 10 [da3]s,
180and 10 [da4]s. The second block represented the multiple-syllable con-
181dition, comprising 20 [ba1]s, 20 [ga1]s, 20 [ta1]s, 10 [ta2]s, 10 [ba3]s,
182and 10 [ga4]s. The order of the syllables was randomized within each
183block. At the beginning of each block, participants were first trained to
184recognize syllables produced by talker 1 (block one: [da1]; block two:
185[ba1], [ga1], and [ta1]), then they were required to press a button each
186time talker 1 was presented or press another button when it was not
187talker 1. The response buttons were counterbalanced across partici-
188pants. Therewas a 100msfixation time before the onset of each syllable
189and the participants were told to respond as quickly as possible.
190It should be noted that the second block, i.e. the multi-syllable
191condition, was different from the multi-syllable multi-talker condition
192in the main study. In the main study, the multi-syllable multi-talker
193condition contained only [da1], but not the other syllables produced
194by talker 1, whereas here themulti-syllable condition comprised all syl-
195lables produced by talker 1 except [da1]. The multi-syllable condition
196was organized differently in thebehavioral study to avoid the possibility
197that the participants could easily differentiate [da1] from other syllables
198produced by other talkers ([ta2], [ba3], and [ga4]) based merely on the
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